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1. What’s All the Fuss About?
•
•
•
•

News captures public’s fancy
Celebrities get involved
Government steps in
Word of mouth: YOU can make
money….
• Current political environment invites a
digital alternative to central bank
‘whims’
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BitCoin Saga & the Search for Digital Currency
Related stories
Man bids to sell house for bitcoins
21 March, 2013
US govt clarifies virtual currency regulatory position
19 March, 2013
Bitcoin Tipper lets users tweet virtual currency
15 March, 2013
Technical glitch sparks bitcoin sell-off
12 March, 2013
MT. Gox and CoinLab team up for US Bitcoin push; Silicon
Valley Bank onboard
28 February, 2013
US State Representative adopts Bitcoin donation system
04 September, 2012
Users sue Bitcoin exchange over $460k in missing funds
13 August, 2012
Bitcoin value crashes after exchange compromised
20 June, 2011
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Bitcoin: The New Attempt at a Virtual
Currency
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But What Goes Up, Eventually Comes Down
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Instawallet Hack Shows Odd Value Prop
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Winklevoss Twins: No ‘bail-ins’ like
Cyprus; “It’s Gold 2.0!”
The Winklevoss Bitcoin Trust ETF is a notable attempt to bring access to
bitcoin investing to the masses. It is still somewhat difficult to invest in bitcoins.
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Peter Thiel: BTC only a 20% chance
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U.S. Treasury Pulls the Plug
• Ruling on digital currency issued by U.S.
Department of the Treasury’s Financial
Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN)
• Seizure of Mt. Gox exchange’s Dwolla funds
and its subsequent decision to require
authentication of its users
• Seizure and closure of Liberty Reserve—has
been seen by some as the beginning of the
end for such wild west monetary systems
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Liberty
Reserve: Takes
Digital
Currency A
Step Too Far
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BitInstant
BitPay
Coinabul
Coinbase Inc.
CoinLab
Coinsetter
Dwolla
eCoin Cashier
Payward (Kraken/Fidor)
TrustCash Holdings Inc.
ZipZap
Butterfly Labs
Andreessen Horowitz
Bitcoin Opportunity Fund
Boost VC Bitcoin Fund
Founders Fund
Google Ventures
Lightspeed Venture
Partners
Tribeca Venture Partners
Tropos Funds
Union Square Ventures
Winklevoss Capital
Management
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Better than Bucks, But not Gold…?
Attribute

U.S. Dollar

Bitcoins

Gold

Durability

Poor: 18-24 mos.
lifetime of $100
bill

OK: digits exist on Great: Doesn’t
computers and
fade, corrode or
over the Internet
disappear

Portability

Great: carried
everywhere

OK: still need
computer and
Internet

Poor: Heavy to
carry in volume,
but easy to wear

Divisibility

OK: many
denominations
(but no good if
torn)

Great: One of
main attractions

Good: Can be
transacted with in
many weights

Intrinsic (value)

Poor: only
valuable if
government
issuer is
competent

Poor: digits have
to be traded, like
stocks

Great: Has borne
intrinsic value
throughout history

Source: Tony Davis: Atlanta Gold & Coin Buyers
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Fed Attack & GS Doesn’t Control it
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2. Is it for Real?
• There IS a network
• There IS information on how to use it
• It has the attention of the highest
authorities
• It is real enough for the biggest state
to want to shut it down
• Legally, it has been judged to be a
‘currency’—or, money!
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Network Volume is Real and Growing
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A Cult Following Exists in Market
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Trading is Tracked and Monitored
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Markets Function in Real-time
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Information Stream Expanding
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FinCEN
Lowers
the
Boom
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Bitcoin Gets
in Trouble in
Biggest
State
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Bitcoin Ruled to be Real Money
Judge rules bitcoin ‘is a currency or form of
money’
Published on August 7, 2013 at 13:41 BST | By Emily Spaven | News,
Regulation

A judge in Texas has ruled that bitcoin is a currency or form of money,
which gives the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) the goahead to sue Ponzi scheme operator Trendon Shavers.
A document signed by US magistrate judge Amos L. Mazzant details
the SEC’s case against Shavers, founder and operator of Bitcoin
Savings and Trust (BTCST), formerly known as First Pirate Savings &
Trust.
Shavers enticed people to invest in BTCST with the promise of 1%
interest per day. Some investors suffered losses, totalling 263,104
BTC, which equates to around $25 million, based on current
exchange rates.
The SEC asserts Shavers defrauded investors and that the BTCST
investments are classed as securities, as defined by Federal
Securities Laws. Shavers, however, argues the BTCST investments
are not securities because bitcoin is not money, nor is it part of
anything regulated by the US authorities.
The court document states: “Bitcoin is a currency or form of money,
and investors wishing to invest in BTCST provided an investment of
money. … For these reasons, the Court finds that it has subject
matter jurisdiction over this matter.
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Bubble Bursts--again

Maverick Support Bails Out
Mt. Gox accused of
violating US money
transfer regulations
May 16, 2013 7:14 AM
The seizure of funds of the largest bitcoin
exchange, Mt. Gox, was triggered by an
alleged failure of the company to comply
with U.S. financial regulations, according
to a federal court document.
The U.S. District Court in Maryland on
Tuesday ordered the seizure of Mt. Gox's
funds, which were in an account with
Dwolla, a payments company that
transferred money from U.S. citizens to
Mt. Gox for buying and selling the virtual
currency bitcoin.

3. How Did We Get Here?

rnative Currencies: Is There Staying Power?

• S&H Green Stamps got us started
• Airline miles turbo-charged the market
• Financial services firms turn miles into
rewards currency
• First-generation digital currencies
ne Currencies
came and went in the early 2000s
(leaving a sour taste)

ower?

Nearly 3 million BerkShares have been distributed to date, and the currency is usable at some 400 local businesses.
Banks see the increased foot traffic as an opportunity to attract new customers, while BerkShares Inc., which

oversees the program, sees the local currency as a way to generate local economic growth and to compete against
big-box retailers that can take customers away from small, mom-and-pop stores that don’t have the same leverage
to compete on the basis of price.

To this point, local currencies generally are low-tech paper. However, BerkShares Inc. is considering various

additional, higher-tech ways to support its local currency, including through checking accounts, electronic funds

nts, issuers and networks stand to lose some brand recognition when consumers use

transfers,
ATM
access, and
a loans
program
local businesses.
uy instead of pulling
out
a branded
debit
or credit
card to
tohelp
pay generate
for their more
purchases.

Financial institutions’ interest in local currency initiatives can be mixed. In Ardmore, Pennsylvania, for example,

four local community banks, which initially declined to participate, each donated $2,500 in a round of Downtown

has illustrated, alternative currencies emerge out of a purpose and a desired effect.
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zon.com in May 2013 launched
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drrency that Kindle
Fire tablet owners

However, local branches of

are valued at
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In the Beginning: S&H Green Stamps
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Air Travel Mileage Programs
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es: Is There Staying Power?

Loyalty Points: An Old Standby

ure 3: Dollar Values of Redeemed Reward Points, 2010–2012

urce: Company regulatory filings

Source: Mercator Advisory Group (from Company filings)
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e of the drawbacks of many points-based programs is limited redemption opportunities. Consumers earning

Digital Currencies: Come and Gone
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eGold: Tried to be Global Money…
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…Until it Wasn’t
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Even the Bad Guys Like Digital Money
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poverty rates and are striving to empower and revitalize themselves. Examples of local currencies available in the
U.S. today are BerkShares, established in 2006 in the southern Berkshire region of Massachusetts; and Ithaca
Hours, established in 1991 in Ithaca, New York (Table 2).

Local Currencies Arise

Table 2: Examples of Community Currencies
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Source: Jeffrey Greene, Mercator Advisory Group, 2013

Berkshires Berkshares Buy Local

From virtual currencies to another form of alternative coin, we bring you the BerkShares, a type of coin that can only be
used in the Berkshires, a region in western Massachusetts (USA). According to the BerkShares website, more than 400
businesses located in the Berkshires area accept the currency, while 13 banks serve as exchange stations.
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Merchant-Specific: Amazon Coins

Although it’s a company-specific currency, Amazon Coins, were created after the boom of Bitcoin. They can be exchanged
for some items sold on Amazon like Kindle Fire apps or games. Since it’s a new thing, you can learn more about it here.
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Amazon: Counters Digital Venues
• Launched 5/2013, this currency enables Kindle Fire
tablet owners to buy games, apps and in-app items
• Prepaid type of currency could be extended to
mainstream purchases
• Counters trend away from virtual currency by digital
venues (e.g., Facebook credits retired last month, and
Microsoft ending xbox video game points)
• New users got $5 in coins (each coin is worth a penny);
purchase of additional coins can generate a 10%
discount
• Amazon has patented a virtual currency for mobile
transacting…
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4. What’s Involved? Bitcoin: The
Digital Currency Exemplar
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Bitcoin: It’s Just Math
• Created by a mysterious programmer known as
Satoshi Nakamoto
• Only 21 million bitcoins can ever be created by
miners
• Divisible down to one hundred millionth of a bitcoin
(called a “Satoshi”)
• The mathematical formula is open to inspection
• The software is open source
• Mining requires special computer
power (and even special chips)
• It’s catching on now because it’s
traded, and miners willing to work
for others
Source: CoinDesk
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Key Features of Bitcoin: It’s Digital
1. It’s decentralized. The network isn’t controlled by one central authority.
Every machine that mines bitcoins and processes transactions makes up a part
of the network, and the machines work together. That means that, in theory,
one central authority can’t tinker with monetary policy and cause a meltdown –
or simply decide to take people’s bitcoins away from them, as the Central
European Bank decided to do in Cyprus in early 2013. And if some part of the
network goes offline for some reason, the money keeps on flowing.
2. It’s easy to set up. Conventional banks make you jump through hoops
simply to open a bank account. Setting up merchant accounts for payment is
another Kafkaesque task, beset by bureaucracy. You can set up a bitcoin
address in seconds, no questions asked, and no fees.
3. It’s anonymous. Well, kind of. Users can hold multiple bitcoin addresses,
and they aren’t linked to names, addresses, or other personally identifying
information.
4. It’s completely transparent. Bitcoin stores details of every single transaction
that ever happened in the network in a huge version of a general ledger, called
the block chain. The block chain tells all. If you have a publicly used bitcoin
address, anyone can tell how many bitcoins are stored at that address. They
just don’t know that it’s yours.
5. Transaction fees are miniscule. Your bank may charge you a £10 fee for
international transfers. Bitcoin doesn’t.
6. It’s fast. You can send money anywhere, and it will arrive minutes later, after
the bitcoin network processes the payment.
7. It’s non-repudiable. When your bitcoins are sent, there’s no getting them
back unless the recipient sends them to you—they’re spent.
40
Source: CoinDesk

Ideal for Gambling (and Adult Fare)
• Payment is fast
• Bets can be small, with immediate returns or
losses
• Bets can be verified (by tracking payouts in the
block chain or recording cash inputs to random
numbers
• SatoshiDice is the most popular online gambling
site: users mail money to one of a set of
addresses, and get a payout based on
probability of winning
• PeerBet, Just-Dice, BetCoin Dice and Satoshi
Circle are other betting sites of note

Source: CoinDesk
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Merchant Adoption Still Small
• Bitcoinshop.us offers products from air-conditioners through to watches, all
priced in bitcoin, for those in U.S. wanting to make a purchase
• Coindays offers electronic products such as laptops, cameras, and TVs for
sale in bitcoin, and ships internationally
• All Things Luxury offers a range of jewelry items, and Keystone Pet Place will
handle your pet needs with a variety of products
• For more examples of physical merchants, check out Spendbitcoins.com
• Bitcoin.Travel is a respected site, offering a mappable list of accommodations,
apartments, attractions, bars, and beauty salons around the world. Coinmap is
another, and UseBitCoins also offers a list, although this site extends further,
covering services and other goods, too
• Notable taverns, such as the Pembury Tavern in London, and the Old Fitzroy
pub in Sydney, Australia, have become beacon sites for bitcoin
• Foodler, a site enabling you to browse and order delivery and take-out meals
from restaurants across the globe, has 13,000 restaurants in 3,150 cities on its
books. You can use bitcoins to pay for ‘Foodler credits’, which can be used at
any of the restaurants
• Bitcoin-Kiez in Berlin is persuading local establishments in small numbers
along the Graefekiez there to support bitcoin.
42
Source: CoinDesk

Bitcoin Marketplaces Emerging
• Bitmit, an eBay-style site that features auctionable items, along with the
now-famililar ‘buy it now’ option seen on eBay.
• Coingig enables people to set up their own bitcoin-based stores online,
which are often specialized. It features stores with specialties ranging from
survivalist gear, to sunglasses.
• Bitcoin Market and Cryptothrift are two category-driven sites, albeit sparsely
populated.
• Flibbr was in pre-testing at the time of writing, but will allow you to search
listed products by name.
• Reddit offers a subthread called Bitmarket, that allows people to list their
goods as Reddit posts.
• Specialist site BitPremier will enable you to sell your high-end luxury items
with bitcoins, using an escrow service. Items listed at the time of writing
included a 2012 motorhome, a 2009 Porsche, and a 3.5 story office building
in Bali.

Source: CoinDesk
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Silk Road: Popular Bitcoin Site for
Purchasing Contraband
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Transaction Fees? It Depends
• Some bitcoin wallets enable manual settings for
fees
• Most miners process transactions for free now
• But any portion of a transaction that isn’t borne by
a recipient or returned as change can become a
reward for the miner
• Coming version 0.9 will make payments more
user-friendly
• Payment processors like BitPay
offer advanced features like
receipts and order confirmations
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Source: CoinDesk

5. Prospects Going Forward?
• Exchanges getting funded, but
how many will survive?
• Mainstream funding and
conversion will help
• Self-regulation is emerging
• New infrastructure providers are
lending stability
46

Bitcoin
Exchanges:
Risky

Source: “Beware the Middleman:
Empirical Analysis of BitcoinExchange Risk, by Tyler Moore
and Nicolas Christin
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Survival Probabilities Wane Over Time

Source: “Beware the Middleman: Empirical Analysis of Bitcoin-Exchange Risk, by Tyler Moore and Nicolas Christin
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dollars and deposit the funds into the merchant’s account. In that process, it costs a merchant 1% to buy bitcoins.
Still, the combined 1.99% cost compares with the 2.9% of the sale plus 30 cents PayPal charges the merchant for
an online transaction.

Mainstream Funding Could Help
BitPay merchants that add bitcoin acceptance to their websites also can have Amazon automatically ship the
orders. (Amazon in May 2013 launched its own virtual currency, Amazon Coins, addressed later in this report.)
In May 2013, BitPay announced a partnership with merchant gift card company Gyft, whose cards are offered by
more than 50,000 U.S. retail locations. Under the Gyft/BitPay arrangement, consumers may spend bitcoins using
the Android mobile version of Gyft’s merchant gift cards. In so doing, consumers may use bitcoins to buy from
Target.com or Amazon.com, thus bringing the currency closer to mainstream use, though with a proprietary gift
card in the middle.
Direct Bitcoin acceptance among online sellers, such as Expensify, Reddit, and WordPress, remains small, involving
only about 10,000 retailers, most of which operate across borders.
Bitcoin, however, is proving to be a legitimate currency despite its instability. CNBC includes Bitcoin on its website
as a ticker, and there’s a hedge fund for Bitcoin in Malta. Some might recall that PayPal began as an online
payment service used by pornography and other controversial merchants before it went mainstream. PayPal,
however, simply aggregates transactions initiated using traditional payment cards and the automated
49
clearinghouse system; bitcoins can displace the traditional payment methods altogether.

Self-Regulation Emerges

50

Infrastructure Companies Offer
Stability
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Source: CoinDesk

Coinforest: Ecosystem Market-makers
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6. Will Legal Issues be Resolved?
• FinCEN ruling applies Money
Transmitter rules (e.g., AML, KYC)
• Other regulators jumping in (CFTC,
SEC,…)
• Taxation issues loom (always a
killer)
• Does the rush of legal scrutiny
foretell the move to mainstream?
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FINCEN Ruling Invokes Money
Transmitter Rules
Individuals who merely exchange bitcoin for goods and services
(and vice versa) are merely “users” of a virtual currency, not money
transmitters.
Businesses that accept bitcoin from one person and send it to
another are money transmitters, and are not exempt from money
transmission regulation simply because they do not deal in fiat currency.
Individual bitcoin miners who convert their “created” coins to fiat
are money transmitters, even though they never act “as a business,” nor
accept value from one person to transfer it to a third person.
Any business that exchanges fiat currency for virtual currency –
or even one virtual currency for another – is a money transmitter.
MTBs must enforce Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and Know
Your Client (KYC) measures, identifying the people that they’re doing
business with.

Source: CoinDesk
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Government action to address the issue through regulation may add credibility to the currency, but doing so also
may eliminate the relative anonymity of the transactions. That may happen anyway if bitcoin use becomes more

Other Regulators Jump In

mainstream and public company acceptance and demands for accountability begin to make bitcoin purchases even
more traceable.

Staying anonymous using bitcoin is not easy, given the traceability of past transaction activity on every bitcoin,
although only when personal information is revealed by the bitcoin owner during an exchange can the owner’s
CFTC
identity be associated with that person’s bitcoin address. When bitcoins received from two different sources are
The
US Commodity
Trading
(CTFC),
spent together
from the same BitcoinFutures
address, a network
analysis can Commission
link all three parties associated
with those which
bitcoins. after
For this reason,
bitcoin advocates
recommend thathasn’t
owners use many
different bitcoin addresses
and,
looks
financial
derivatives,
announced
regulation
yet,
when possible, create a new one each time they receive money, especially when using websites. They also suggest
but
made
clear
that Internet
it could
it wanted
to.it being logged.
usinghas
a tool such
as Tor toit
hide
one’s computer
Protocolifaddress
to avoid having
Various governments are considering whether to set rules for digital currencies such as bitcoin. In May 2013, Bart
Chilton, one of five commissioners at the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, announced he was considering
whether bitcoin should be subject to the agency’s rules. He had asked commission staff to explore whether
consumers needed more protections given the bitcoin’s instability.
Earlier, in March 2013, the U.S. Treasury stepped in to regulate convertible virtual currencies after the Financial
SEC
Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) clarified their status under anti-money-laundering rules. To FinCEN,
The
US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) hasn’t
convertible virtual currencies “either have an equivalent value in real currency or act as a substitute for real
issued
solidnotregulations
on virtual
butwho
itsexchanges
Office of
currency.” Though
mentioning bitcoins specifically,
FinCEN’scurrencies,
new guidelines say anyone
decentralized virtual
currency for real
currency
must register as apublished
money services business
and follow existing
Investor
Education
and
Advocacy
an investor
alert to
FinCEN regulations covering registration requirements and compliance with anti-money-laundering,
warn
people about fraudulent investment schemes involving
recordkeeping, and reporting responsibilities.
bitcoin. In particular, it warned of Ponzi schemes, after charging
Consumers who obtain convertible virtual currency and use it to purchase real or virtual goods or services are not
Texas
resident Trendon T Shavers, aka ‘pirateat40’, founder and
a money services business, so they are not affected by the FinCEN regulations. However, the regulations already
operator
of who
Bitcoin
Savings
and Trust,
raising
are affecting those
exchange bitcoins
for U.S. currency,
including thewith
largest, allegedly
Mt. Gox, based in Japan.
700,000 bitcoins by promising investors up to 7% weekly interest.

Source: CoinDesk
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Taxation Issues Loom
•

•

•

•

In 2009, the US Internal Revenue Service (IRS) posted information about the
tax applications of using virtual currencies inside virtual economies, arguing
that taxpayers can receive income from a virtual economy and could be
required to report it as taxable income. However, it based this largely on
guidance related to bartering, gambling, business, and hobby income.
However, the IRS has not yet posted guidance on ‘open flow’ virtual
currencies that can be used outside of virtual economies. In a 27-page report
[PDF] published in May 2013, the US General Accounting Office (GAO)
called for more guidance from the IRS on this issue.
The IRS responded that its guidance could now be taken to cover virtual
currencies as used outside of virtual economies. It added that it was also
looking at the potential tax compliance risks posed by anonymous electronic
payment systems, and was working with other federal agencies on the topic.
In June 2013, the director of an IRS unit that investigates cyber threats also
told the Financial Times that the use of “cyber-based currency and payment
systems” to hide unreported income from the IRS is a threat that it was
“vigorously responding to”. In short, don’t expect to evade taxes by earning
bitcoins instead of fiat currency.

Source: CoinDesk
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7. Applications for Treasury
Departments?
•
•
•
•

International transfers?
Intra-company transfers?
Tax ‘protection’ events and activities?
Avoidance of repatriation
complications?
• Procurement in ‘sensitive’ countries?
• Foreign exchange arbitration/protection?
• Hedging (including against central
banks)?
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BBD: Management Advising for the
Digital Transacting Realm
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Appendix A: Bitcoin Details
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who created it?
Did he/they cash in?
How to acquire bitcoins
How to store them
Transactions tracked in a block
Unique hash linking preserves validity
‘Proof-of-work’ prevents unrestrained
mining
59

Who Created It?
• A software developer called Satoshi Nakamoto proposed bitcoin, which was
an electronic payment system based on mathematical proof. The idea was
to produce a currency independent of any central authority, transferable
electronically, more or less instantly, with very low transaction fees.
• Instead, bitcoin is created digitally, by a community of people that anyone
could join. Bitcoins are ‘mined‘, using computing power in a distributed
network. This network also processes transactions made with bitcoins,
effectively making bitcoin its own payment network.
• Satoshi published a paper via the Cryptography Mailing List in November
2008. He then released the first version of the bitcoin software client in 2009,
and participated with others on the project via mailing lists, until he finally
began to fade from the community toward the end of 2010.
• Does anyone know who he really was? No, but the detective techniques
that people use when guessing are sometimes even more intriguing than the
answer. The New Yorker’s Joshua Davis believed that it was Michael Clear,
a graduate cryptography student at Dublin’s Trinity College. He arrived at
this conclusion by analyzing 80,000 words of Nakamoto’s online writings,
and searching for linguistic clues. He also suspected Finnish economic
sociologist and former games developer Vili Lehdonvirta. Both have denied
it.
Source: CoinDesk
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Bottom Line: Did He/They Cash In?
An analysis by Sergio Lerner, an authority
on bitcoin and cryptography, suggests
that Satoshi mined many of the early
blocks in the bitcoin network, and that his
fortune in unspent coins is equivalent to
at least $100 million.
What is he doing now?
No one knows what Satoshi is up to, but
one of the last emails he sent to a
software developer, dated April 23 2011,
said “I’ve moved on to other things. It’s in
good hands with Gavin and everyone.”
Source: CoinDesk
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How to Acquire Bitcoins
You can buy bitcoins from regulated
exchanges, or directly from other people
selling them, either online, or on the street.
You can pay for them in a variety of ways,
ranging from cash to wire transfers,
depending on who you are buying them
from.
So, you’re interested in bitcoins, but you
don’t want to invest in the mining
equipment to generate your own (or
perhaps the mining company only accepts
payment in bitcoin, leaving you in a catch22 situation). Clearly, you need to buy
some bitcoins from someone else, but
where do you start? Some shops in your
city may display “Bitcoin Accepted Here”
signs, but you don’t see any of them
offering to sell you any.

1. Via ‘traditional’ Bitcoin
exchanges (Mt. Gox, Bitstamp)
2. Over-the-counter exchanges
(LocalBitCoins.com,
Bitcoinary)
3. Direct Payments (CoinBase)
4. In-person (e.g., MeetUp.com)
5. Gift cards (gyft, Starbucks UK
(IcedMocha), and Amazon
(GiftcardBTC). Some sites,
such as BitCC and Cryptcard,
will exchange bitcoins for
disposable prepaid debit cards.

Source: CoinDesk
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How to Store Them
• Bitcoin wallets store the private keys
you need to access a bitcoin address
to spend your funds
• The form of the wallets depend on the
device
• Securing and backing up wallets are
essential (they are like money: if lost,
too bad)
• Paper storage is also available
Source: CoinDesk
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Transactions Tracked in a ‘Block’
• All transactions in a set period are collected into a
list, called a block
• Miners confirm those transactions, and write them
into a general ledger
• The GL is a long list of blocks, known as a ‘chain’;
additions are communicated in updates to all
participants
• Miners examine each new block of transactions,
applying a mathematical formula
• The formula converts the information
into a hash, which is stored at the
end of the block chain
Source: CoinDesk
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Unique Hash Linking Preserves Validity
•

•

•

•

•

it is very easy to produce a hash from a large amount of data, but each hash is
unique. If you change just one character in a bitcoin block, its hash will change
completely.
Miners don’t just use the transactions in a block to generate a hash. Some other
pieces of data are used too. One of these pieces of data is the hash of the last block
stored in the block chain.
Because each block’s hash is produced using the hash of the block before it, it
becomes a digital version of a wax seal. It confirms that this block – and every block
after it – is legitimate, because if you tampered with it, everyone would know.
If you tried to fake a transaction by changing a block that had already been stored in
the block chain, this would change that block’s hash. If someone checked the block’s
authenticity by running the hashing function on it, they’d find that the hash was
different from the one already stored along with that block in the block chain. The
block would be fake!
Because each block’s hash is used to help produce the hash of the next block in the
chain, tampering with a block would also change the next block’s hash. So tampering
with a block would make the subsequent block’s hash wrong, too. That would
continue all the way down the chain, throwing everything out of whack.

Source: CoinDesk
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‘Proof-of-Work’ Prevents
Unrestrained Mining
• That seals off a block—something that miners
compete with each other to do
• Each successful hash earns the miner a reward of 25
bitcoin, and is communicated to the participants
• To avoid a deluge of mining, the protocol requires ‘a
proof of work’: the hash has to look a certain way, it
must have the correct number of zeroes at the start
• The form and content of a hash is
unpredictable

Source: CoinDesk
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Appendix B: A Tour of Digital
Currencies
• Litecoin
• Namecoin
• Philadelphia Equal
Dollars
• Ithaca (NY) Hours
• Linden Dollars
• Ven
• Feathercoin

•
•
•
•

WebMoney
Ripple
PPcoin
(many more—120
counted by
BoozAllen’s Scott
Duecke)
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Litecoin: Bitcoin, but 4x More of Them
Litecoin

It’s like Bitcoin’s cousin. Litecoin is another form of virtual currency based on the
Bitcoin model, but with a higher limit: there can only be 21 million Bitcoins, but
Litecoins can reach the mark of 84 million Litecoins.
Sources: Bitcoinexaminer.com; dailydot.com
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Aims to be easier
to mine than
Bitcoin, opens
more often, and
requires far less
computer power
It is mined by a
process that
involves
individuals using
their computing
power to roll
digital dice. A
certain rare
combination of
those dice will
“unlock” a “block”
of coins and those
coins become the
property of the
miners.

Namecoin: Decentralized DNS

Source: Bitcoinexaminer.com
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Philadelphia: Equal Dollars

Source: Bitcoinexaminer.com
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Ithaca Hours: Hyperlocal Currency

“Ithaca Hours help to keep money local, building the Ithaca economy. It also builds community pride and connections. Over
900 participants publicly accept Ithaca Hours for goods and services”, it’s possible to read on the official currency’s
website. Ithaca Hours is another form of hyperlocal currency, only usable in Ithaca, New York.

Source: Bitcoinexaminer.com
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Second Life: Linden Dollars

Source: Bitcoinexaminer.com
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Ven: Bid to be Global Currency
Debuted as a Facebook app in
2007;
acquired by Thomson Reuters in
2011; trading available on halfmillion terminals; price set based
on basket of currencies,
commodities and carbon futures;
Nike first to sell carbon offsets
with Ven
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Feathercoin: 4X Bigger Than Litecoin

Investment vehicle
with block reward of
200 coins, and a
total limit of 336
million coins

Source: dailydot.com
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WebMoney: Russian, Very Private
Founded in 1998 as an
in-system currency;
Goods offered for sale,
or “valuables of various
legal nature” as they put
it on their About page,
are stored with
“guarantors,” entities
who agree to store
valuable properties from
bonds and transfer them
when the WebMoney
units are transferred.
A benefit of WebMoney,
and an aspect that
makes it more of a
payment system than an
independent currency, is
how it is tied to fiat
currencies. One WMZ,
for instance, is always
going to be worth $1.00.
Source: dailydot.com
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Ripple (Open Coin): Going Open
Source
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PPcoin: Aims to Avoid a Monopoly

PPcoin, also known as PeerCoin and Peer-to-Peer Coin can be traded not only for
fiat currencies but also for other digital currencies.
Like Bitcoin, Litecoin, and Feathercoin, PPcoin increases itself via mining. However,
it uses a proof-of-stake system to prevent monopolies on the currency. Proof-of-stake
ensures that if a miner, for instance, has 0.5 percent of the existing currency, he or she
will only be allowed to mine 0.5 percent of the outstanding currency, making it much
more difficult to secure a monopoly on the currency.
As over time the mining difficulty increases on a currency like Bitcoin, fewer people
will mine. Eventually, one person or group could come to possess 51 percent of the
currency.
Since, as Ars Technica notes, the system that vets the currency recognizes the
blockchain that is recognized by the most mining nodes; once you secure 51 percent
(and have the most mining nodes) you could theoretically produce counterfeit currency,
something no one can do at present.
Source: dailydot.com
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